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" surgery." Still, lapses of this kind are not frequent, and Dr. 
HofEman succeeds in maintaining a decidedly higher standard of 
controversial fairness than any other disputant we remember, a fact 
which is particularly honourable in him, as he has himself been 
assailed with considerable asperity by at least one eminent author. 

Dr. Hoffman has called attention to various sources of statistical 
error, but there are other which he might have emphasized. In 
making international or even, in the case of so large an area as that of 
the United States, inter-state comparisons it is material to know 
whether the proportions of deaths uncertified by qualified medical 
practitioners are or are not widely different, and whether the standard 
of medical education is approximately constant throughout the 
countries compared. It is, we think, doubt respecting these matters 
which makes foreign observers hesitate to utilize American statistics, 
especially after reading Mr. Flexner's indictment of the arrangements 
made in certain states for the provision of medical education. We 
hav,e noticed a few minor mistakes which might be corrected when 
another edition appears. Thus, the late Dr. Tatham was never 
Registrar-General (p. 34), and the John Howard McFadden Research 
Fund is not under t1he control of the Lister Institute of Preventive 
Medicine, as might be inferred from a remark on p. 69. 

Dr. Hoffman has certainly earned the thanks of all interested in 
the statistical aspects of cancer, and we are sure that his book will be 
frequently consulted by them. M.G. 

8.-The Developmernt of Transportation in Modern England. By 
W. T. Jackman. Two vols. 820 pp., 8vo. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1916. Price 24s. net. 

Only disappointment will await the reader of these two volumes 
who starts with the idea that the work deals with modern transport. 
The term " Modern England " is used in the political history sense 
and without any relation to the subject matter of the book. Com- 
mencing about the beginning of the sixteenth century the history 
is carried down to the middle of the nineteenth century. 

Mr. Jackman might well consider placing under the title of the 
book the dates 1500-1850. We would emphasize this by comparing 
the distribution of the matter with the history of modern transport. 
However true it may be to say that modern England dates from the 
Tudors, it is equally tme to say that transportation in this country 
remained mediaval until the middle of the seventeenth century, 
and can hardly be called modern until a century later. Roughly, 
one-third of the book is devoted to the period prior to this. Then, 
whilst the period 1750-1850 saw the development of horse and canal 
transport, it also witnessed their decay. In 1850 the railway was a 
markedly inferior means of transport as compared with the railway 
of to-day. On the revival of road transport, first in urban areas by- 
means of tramways and recently more generally by means of motor 
vehicles, the book is silent. Yet these are some of the most vital 
parts of the transport of modern England, since they are the means of 
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conveyance most largely used by the labouring classes in their travel 
between their homes and their work. 

As a history of transportation in the period which it covers, the 
volumes are of the greatest value. The first half of the Volume I deals 
with the history of roads, road legislation and river navigation from 
1500 to 1750. Not only is the history of the development of waggons 
and stage coaches carefully traced, but the cost of conveyance and 
the toll charges have been frequently extracted from contemporary 
records. The struggle between roads and vehicles is fully brought 
out, a struggle which only closed for a time when Telford and Macadam 
introduced the improvements in road construction which are the 
foundation of our present-day system of road making. Incidentally 
it may be noted that the same struggle has begLun again with the 
introduction of motor vehicles. Once again restrictions on the 
vehicles are urged, restrictions of a character which simply mean 
that the roads are not fit to carry these new types of vehicle. It is 
to be hoped the lesson of the past will be learnt, and that, whilst a 
few simple restrictions may be placed on the vehicles, the road 
authorities will recognize that it is the roads which muast be made 
capable of meeting all reasonable requirements of the traffic when 
conveyed by motor vehicles. 

The second half of the first volume is concerned with the 
improvement of the roads and rivers and the introduction of canals 
during the period 1750-1830. The day of canals was a short one in 
this country. The first canal built by the Duke of Bridgewater was 
opened to Manchester in July, 1761, and less than a hundred years 
later many canals had all but ceased to exist under the stress of 
railway competition. If the canal life was a short one it was a 
merry one. The dividends earned and paid were often fabulous, and 
it was this very ease of success which made them the readier victims 
of railway competition. A moderate success might have kept the 
management more alive and the proprietors less grasping. It might 
have made both less domineering and more considerate of the needs 
of the public. 

The second volume deals with the early development of railways, 
and the effect of their coming on roads and canals as means of 
transport down to 1850. This portion of the book seems particularly 
to be lacking in balance. The space devoted to the beginnings of 
railways, the opposition to them, the claims in favour of canals, &c., 
seems out of all proportion to that spent on the constructive history. 
There are some curious errors to be found in this portion of the book 
which suggest that original sources have not always been consulted. 
Thus, on p. 481, the line from Stockton to Witton Park Colliery is 
said to be about 125 miles long! An error we recollect having come 
across before. Another error, which the present writer has been 
trying to overtake for several years, is found on p. 588, where the date 
of the foundation of the Railway Clearing House is given as 1847, 
" after the principle of amalgamation had been quite largely followed 
" out." Had Mr. Jackman made enquiry at the Railway Clearing 
House he would have discovered that the correct date was January, 
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1842, or two years prior to 1844, which, as he relates, saw the introduc- 
tion of a number of Bills into Parliament for consolidating certain 
lines. The order of events is of importance, as Mr. Jackman 
recognizes, and when he has them aright he will require to alter his 
conclusions. Two pages earlier (p. 586) the statement occurs that 
" up to and including the year 1843 there had been considerable 
" amalgamation of railways." A reference to Mr. E. Cleveland- 
Stevens' book on English Railways-a recent work with which 
Mr. Jackman appears unacquainted-shows that the considerable 
number is three-in 1834, 1835 and 1840-one in each year. 

The book concludes with a valuable series of Appendices and a 
Bibliography. Three of the former may be selected as of exceptional 
value. Appendix 5 gives the rate of travelling, Appendix 6 the 
cost of travel, and Appendix 7 the cost of carriage of goods for typical 
journeys practically year by year from 1750 to 1830. We have seen 
no lists elsewhere to compare with these for comprehensiveness. 
The Bibliography is very extensive and shows that Mr. Jackman's 
researches have extended over a very wide field. It is to be regretted 
that he did not make any use of the researches of Mr. Cleveland- 
Stevens which have been referred to above, nor does he appear to 
be acquainted with Mr. Lewin's book, The British Railway System, 
which is a very compact history of our railway system down to 1844. 
Each of these would have saved him from errors. W.T.S. 

9.-The Marketing of Farm Products. By L. D. H. Weld, Ph.D. 
xiv + 483 pp., 8vo. New York: The Macmillan Co., 1916. Price 
6s. 6d. net. 

A recent English writer has contended that the older economists 
of this country, in the emphasis they gave to the cost or expenses of 
the production ,of commodities as the dominant factor in the 
determination of their value or their price in a competitive market, 
failed to draw a necessary distinction between the previous work of 
manufacture and the subsequent business of marketing. The same 
author has pointed to the separate sphere of selling, which, he 
maintains, has grown in relative importance, as the area in which 
combinations, seeking, in the form of Trusts, to avoid the waste and 
remove the risks of competition, have won most conspicuous triumphs. 
The book now before us may be said to corroborate this suggestive 
notion, for it is a penetrating and exhaustive review of the causes, 
the character, and the results of the various methods of marketing 
farm products followed in the United States. The merits and 
defects of the differing means employed are scrutinized in detail; 
and the successive stages of the complete process, linking the final 
end of the manufacturing operation with the concluding transmission 
of the goods from the retail shop to the consuming public, are carefully 
demonstrated and, in turn, examined. A judicial attitude is preserved 
throughout, and the painstaking and able author may, we believe, 
deservedly congratulate himself on having made opportunely a real 
contribution to a novel department of economic study. He has 
in short written a fresh authoritative chapter of the principles of 
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